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Abstract. Until recently, most commentators, including ecological Marxists, have assumed that Marx’s historical materialism was only marginally ecologically sensitive
at best, or even that it was explicitly anti-ecological. However, research over the last
decade has demonstrated not only that Marx deemed ecological materialism essential
to the critique of political economy and to investigations into socialism, but also that
his treatment of the coevolution of nature and society was in many ways the most sophisticated to be put forth by any social theorist prior to the late twentieth century. Still,
criticisms continue to be leveled at Marx and Engels for their understanding of thermodynamics and the extent to which their work is said to conflict with the core tenets
of ecological economics. In this respect, the rejection by Marx and Engels of the pioneering contributions of the Ukrainian socialist Sergei Podolinsky, one of the founders
of energetics, has been frequently offered as the chief ecological case against them.
Building on an earlier analysis of Marx’s and Engels’s response to Podolinsky, this article shows that they relied on an open-system, metabolic-energetic model that adhered
to all of the main strictures of ecological economics – but one that also (unlike ecological economics) rooted the violation of solar and other environmental-sustainability
conditions in the class relations of capitalist society. The result is to generate a deeper
understanding of classical historical materialism’s ecological approach to economy
and society – providing an ecological-materialist critique that can help uncover the
systemic roots of today’s “treadmill of production” and global environmental crisis.

Prominent among the wedges driven between Marxism and ecological economics is the notion that Marx and Engels responded
indifferently or even negatively to Podolinsky’s insertion of certain
elements of thermodynamics into socialist theory. Initially set out by
Juan Martinez-Alier and J.M. Naredo, the standard basis for this contention can be summarized via three basic presumptions.1 First, in the
early 1880s Podolinsky published an energetic analysis of human labor
that attempted to reconcile Marx’s labor theory of value with the first
and second laws of thermodynamics. Second, when confronted with
Podolinsky’s analysis, Marx simply ignored it while Engels cursorily
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dismissed it without serious consideration – despite Podolinsky’s direct
solicitation of their opinions and approval. Third, Marx and Engels’s
negative reaction to Podolinsky helps explain, and is symptomatic of,
a general tendency in Marxism to neglect ecological issues in general
and thermodynamics in particular.
Variously repeated, the above narrative is now a key element of the
conventional wisdom among ecological economists and other environmental thinkers, which argues that Marxism suffers from inherent
ecological deficiencies.2 Section I provides a synopsis of some of the
main conclusions of our recent study of the “Podolinsky Business,”3
that casts serious doubt on all three elements of the standard narrative.4
The main purpose of this paper is more affirmative, however. We wish
to examine the extent to which Marx and Engels’s own analyses of
capitalism already contain positive responses to the specific concerns
raised (or thought to be raised) by Podolinsky’s analysis. Section II establishes that Marx’s analysis of capitalist production and exploitation
is thoroughly infused with a metabolic-energy perspective on human
labor, one informed by a close engagement with natural science. Marx
treats the value of labor power and capitalist exploitation of workers as
subject to both conservation of energy and matter-energy dissipation
(or, as it is now called, increasing entropy). Marx’s metabolic-energetic
perspective jibes with Engels’s observations, in both his comments on
Podolinsky and The Dialectics of Nature, concerning the limitations of
energy-reductionist approaches to human labor.
Section III shows how thermodynamic and metabolic considerations
enter into Capital’s analysis of machinery and large-scale industry.
Marx examines capitalist industrialization in terms of the development
of machine-systems for transferring motive force toward the points of
direct contact between tools and materials, as is consistent with the
first law of thermodynamics. His analysis of capitalist mechanization
provides a structural, class-based explanation as to how and why human production definitively “broke the budget constraint of living on
solar income and began to live on geological capital.”5 It thereby helps
explain the unprecedented growth in labor productivity and matterenergy throughput generated by the capitalist system – a consideration
reflected in Engels’s criticism of Podolinsky’s failure fully to account
for the system’s squandering of “past solar heat” in the form of coal,
minerals and forests. At the same time, Marx recognizes the importance
of friction and other forces of wear and tear, consistent with the second
law, as well as the irreducible biochemical requirements of modern
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industry (and not just in agriculture). Engels’s argument, in response
to Podolinsky, that the calculation of pure energy values for industrial
products is effectively impossible, may be viewed in part as a simple
validation of the complexities revealed by Marx’s analysis.
Section IV looks briefly at Marx’s treatment of capitalism’s metabolic
rift between humanity and nature as revealed by industrial agriculture
and the division between town and country. Marx’s concern with both
biochemical and energetic conditions of production is on full display
in his analysis of agriculture, where it is obvious that “matter matters.”
Following Justus von Liebig, Marx argues that an ecologically sustainable agriculture requires the continual restoration of the nutrients of the
soil. Moreover, Marx emphasizes how the unhealthy circulation of matter generated by capitalism’s urban industry and industrial agriculture
vitiates the combined metabolic reproductive capabilities of human labor power and the land. Marx’s approach traces environmental crises
to the class separation of workers from the land and from other conditions of production, thereby integrating materialist and social concerns
in environmental analysis.
In the concluding section we discuss the relation between Marx and
Engels’s historical and dialectical frameworks, and their grasp of complex ecological and social systems beyond mechanism and reductionism. For Marx and Engels, the emphasis was on irreversible change and
qualitative transformation, making their dialectical materialism a precursor of contemporary complexity theory. Although they appreciated
the analysis of thermodynamics emanating from Sadi Carnot’s closed
system model (characterized by reversible processes), they understood
that the real concrete answers were to be found in a world in which
natural history, like human history, was governed by the arrow of time.
In this sense, Marx and Engels’s analysis of metabolism, energy, and
entropy and their interconnections with human production anticipated
(often at a much deeper level) current insights of ecological economics
and of the “treadmill of production” model within environmental sociology. (N.B.: references in this article to “Carnot” are to Sadi Carnot,
unless otherwise noted.)

I. What remains of the Podolinsky myth?

When we first became aware of the significance attached to the
Podolinsky debate, we were admittedly skeptical about the claim that
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by declining to develop an energetic basis for the labor theory of value,
Marx and Engels had showed their indifference to environmental issues
and thermodynamics specifically. We knew that Marx and Engels had
both filled multiple notebooks with extracts from, and commentaries
on, the leading natural science writers of their time. We also knew that
these notebooks covered a wide range of scientific fields – physics,
chemistry, biology, physiology, geology, and agronomy – in each of
which the analysis of energy dynamics occupied an important if not
central position. In fact, as we studied the matter further we discovered
that Marx and Engels had some familiarity with and in some cases had
closely studied the works of many of the scientists involved in the development of thermodynamics (both the first and second laws) – including
Hermann von Helmholtz, Julius Robert Mayer, James Prescott Joule,
Justus von Liebig, Jean-Baptiste Joseph Fourier, Sadi Carnot, Rudolf
Clausius, William Thomson, Peter Guthrie Tait, William Grove, James
Clark Maxwell, and Ludwig Eduard Boltzmann. In addition, we knew
that Marx had attended numerous public lectures on natural science
in the years leading up to and following the publication of Capital,
Volume I in 1867, and that among these was a series of lectures by
the English physicist John Tyndall, author of Heat Considered as a
Mode of Motion.6 Tyndall, a major figure in the developing physics in
his own right, was the principal advocate of the ideas of J.R. Mayer –
one of the co-discoverers of the conservation of energy (the first law
of thermodynamics). Marx followed Tyndall’s research on the sun’s
rays, particularly as it related to heat. Marx and Engels were also close
students of the development of knowledge about electricity, including
the work of Michael Faraday who invented the first electric motor. In
1882, Marx followed closely the results of the French physicist Marcel
Deprez, whose research was directed at the distant transmission of electricity. In the same year Marx also read Édouard Hospitalier’s Principal
Applications of Electricity, on which he took extensive notes.7
Given this interest in both theoretical physics and practical energetic
questions, it seemed unlikely to us that Marx and Engels would have exhibited an unreceptive, let alone deaf, ear to any new work by Podolinsky that represented a potential breakthrough in the importation of
thermodynamic concepts into socialist theory. Besides, it simply was
not like Marx and Engels to be indifferent or silent about contemporary
writings that referred to their own works in any way.
Our skepticism only grew as we delved into the chronological development of Podolinsky’s work as it related to the working lives of Marx
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and Engels. What we discovered was that Podolinsky’s analysis had
been published in four different languages over the years 1880–1883,
and that there were significant differences among the four versions. Importantly, the version of Podolinsky’s analysis that Martinez-Alier and
Naredo used to criticize Marx (for his supposed neglect of Podolinsky’s
argument) had been published in the German socialist paper Die Neue
Zeit in 1883, only after Marx’s death.8 Moreover, Engels’s comments
on Podolinsky, in two letters sent to Marx in December of 1882 (less
than three months before Marx’s death), were based on the version
published in the Italian journal La Plebe in 1881 – a version that was
much less extensive than the Die Neue Zeit article of 1883.9 The La
Plebe piece itself was more extensive than an earlier version published
in the Parisian La Revue Socialiste in June 1880.10
All of this took on added significance when we became aware of the fact
that Marx had actually taken detailed extracts from Podolinsky’s work,
but only with reference to a French-language version that Podolinsky
had mailed to him in early April, 1880.11 This version seems to have
been an early draft of the La Revue Socialiste article.12 Unfortunately,
although we know from Podolinsky’s own correspondence that Marx
wrote back to him at least once, neither that letter nor any other letter
that Marx may have sent to Podolinsky has survived. Still, it seems
likely that Marx sent comments on the draft to Podolinsky some or all
of which were incorporated into the published French version. (The
most likely reason no copy of Podolinsky’s original draft was found in
Marx’s papers, and that all we have are extensive verbatim extracts from
Marx’s notebooks, is that Marx, as was customary and expected in those
days without copying machines, sent the manuscript back to Podolinsky
with marginal notes on the manuscript.) Interestingly enough, the text
of the La Revue Socialiste article, as far as we can deduce from Marx’s
extracts from the draft-version sent by Podolinsky, contains significant
additions to the earlier draft sent to Marx. Among these additions are
the main reference to Marx’s concept of surplus labor, Podolinsky’s
own calculation of energy equivalents for agricultural labor and its
output, as well as his conjecture about the energy efficiency of labor
under the feudal, slave, capitalist, and socialist modes of production.13
Although all of this clearly undercut the standard view that Marx and
Engels did not take Podolinsky seriously, a full evaluation of this view
required a closer look at Podolinsky’s analysis. Only then could we determine if Engels had treated Podolinsky fairly in his letters to Marx.
More specifically, only then could we determine whether Podolinsky’s
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analysis provided important new insights that could and should have
been adapted by historical materialism in general or Marxist value
analysis in particular in ways that Marx and Engels (and later Marxists) were unable or unwilling to undertake, due to their own ecological
shortcomings. We therefore arranged for a full English-language translation of the La Plebe version of Podolinsky’s work – the one read and
commented upon by Engels. 14
What we discovered was that Podolinsky had not even come close to establishing a plausible thermodynamic basis for the labor theory of value
that could have been adopted by Marx and Engels. In fact, Podolinsky’s
analysis, although leading off with the question of how accumulation
of surplus labor is consistent with the first law of thermodynamics (see
below), goes on to make claims that contradict the reality of entropy and
its limitations on human action. Podolinsky’s analysis has nothing to
say that is of direct relevance to the determination of value and surplus
value in their specifically Marxist meaning as abstract (homogenous,
socially necessary) labor times. Instead, Podolinsky’s main analytical
themes are that: (1) human labor is uniquely gifted in its ability to
accumulate energy in useful forms on the earth; (2) this unique capability implies that the laboring human being fulfills (or even more than
fulfills) the thermodynamic requirements of a “perfect machine” as
theorized by Carnot;15 (3) the superiority of socialism over capitalism
and other class societies can be conceptualized in terms of socialism’s
greater potential for maximizing the accumulation of energy on earth
by providing the best conditions for utilizing the muscular labor of the
perfect human machine. Even Podolinsky’s calculations of the energy
productivities of different kinds of agricultural labor, we discovered,
were not presented as a basis for value analysis, but rather as a demonstration of the greater energy-accumulation capabilities of the human
machine compared to plants and animals.
We found these contents of Podolinsky’s analysis quite surprising in
light of how it had been used to criticize purported ecological shortcomings in Marxism. Podolinsky’s framework was not only energy reductionist, but also made the logical error of directly applying idealized
concepts applicable only to a closed, isolated system (Carnot’s perfect
machine concept) to the more complex reality of far-from-equilibrium,
non-isolated, non-closed systems such as life in general and human society/labor more specifically. The only way that human labor can be
viewed as a form of Carnot’s perfect machine is if one ignores such
factors as friction, i.e., the natural materiality of labor, along with the
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inherently biochemical or metabolic nature of the human laboring organism and its interaction with the natural environment.
The limitations of Podolinsky’s perfect machine argument will be familiar to most ecological economists from the reaction generated by
Elias L. Khalil’s recent suggestion that “the economic process should
be conceived after the Carnot cycle, and not the entropy law.”16 Similar
to Podolinsky, Khalil argued that insofar as human labor and the Carnot
cycle are both “designed purposefully” to produce net work or “free
energy,” neither one is limited by “the non-purposeful, mechanistic
entropy law.”17 Lozada aptly described this argument as “basically an
‘ultravitalist’ attempt to deny that living, purposeful beings are completely subject to all laws of elementary matter such as the entropy
law.”18 As Williamson pointed out, one should never confuse the possibility that “a purposeful agency . . . may be interposed in an otherwise
spontaneous (or natural) process to produce useful work” with the notion that the “purposeful agency may be of unlimited potency.”19 The
basic problem, as Biancardi, et al. observed, was with Khalil’s (and,
we might add, Podolinsky’s) assumption that “the Carnot cycle has
the same form as the economic process.”20 Unlike Carnot’s ideal frictionless engine, which was conceived as an isolated thermodynamic
system (closed to transfers of matter and energy), the human economy
is a dissipative system that both draws upon (in fact mines) and dumps
waste back into its natural environment. Hence, “each economic process can be regarded as an irreversible transformation,” i.e., one that,
ecologically speaking, never “returns to the starting conditions.”21 By
neglecting this crucial form-divergence, both Khalil and Podolinsky
confused the fact that the reproduction of human life feeds upon the
(temporary) fixation of low entropy matter-energy in useful forms, with
the fantastic notion that this need not involve increasing entropy from
the standpoint of the total biospheric system with which the system of
human reproduction co-evolves.
Imagine our astonishment, then, when we realized that Engels’s main
criticisms of Podolinsky already focus precisely on some of the limitations adumbrated above. In his letter to Marx of December 19, 1882,
Engels not only rejects Podolinsky’s energy-reductionist conception of
human labor, posing a more metabolic alternative, but also emphasizes
the failure of Podolinsky’s energy-productivity calculations to take into
account the great extent to which human production has heretofore
operated as “a squanderer of past solar heat,” especially by “squandering our reserves of energy, our coal, ore, forests, etc.”22 Engels’s
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discussion of Podolinsky had apparently been elicited by some comments by Marx on Engels’s essay “The Mark.” This essay, which was
published as an appendix to the German edition of Engels’s Socialism:
Utopian and Scientific, examines socio-ecological pressures on German peasant farmers stemming from the growing influence of landed
property and capitalist competition – e.g., reduced peasant access to
common lands and the resulting difficulty of maintaining peasant production without access to cattle manure.23
In short, our re-examination of the context and substance of Engels’s
comments, in light of our study of Podolinsky’s La Plebe article, revealed that Engels’s responses were far more advanced ecologically
than Podolinsky’s analysis (however bold and important the latter’s
contribution was). Moreover, the fact that Engels’s criticisms do not
directly address value questions can now be seen as a quite logical nonreaction, given that Podolinsky had nothing significant to say on value
theory as such. Indeed, to interpret Podolinsky’s energy-productivity
calculations as a potential basis for value analysis is not only to embrace
a kind of energy reductionism that has been strongly opposed by some
of the major figures in ecological economics, including GeorgescuRoegen and Daly,24 but also to conflate Marx’s class-based theory with
a Smith-Ricardo (that is, crude materialist) “embodied labor” approach
to value.25
So what, then, remains of the Podolinsky myth? First, there is the
issue as to whether Marx and Engels provided an adequate answer to
Podolinsky’s initial question bearing on the consistency of surplus value
with the first law of thermodynamics (the conservation of energy). As
Podolinsky put it:
According to the theory of production formulated by Marx and accepted by
socialists, human labor, expressed in the language of physics, accumulates
in its products a greater quantity of energy than that which was expended in
the production of the labor power of the workers. Why and how is this accumulation brought about? . . .In accepting the theory of the unity of physical
forces or of the constancy of energy, we are also forced to admit that nothing
can be created, in the strict sense of the word, through labor. . .26

Notice that even this statement does not speak of surplus value, but
rather of the energy equivalent of surplus labor in a more general
sense applying across different modes of production. Still, insofar as
the standard interpretation treats it as a challenge to Marx’s value analysis, we should consider how Marx answers Podolinsky’s question for
capitalism’s specific form of surplus labor.
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Second, even if one accepts that Engels’s comments on Podolinsky
embody open-system and metabolic-energy concerns, there remains
the question as to how well these concerns are methodologically infused into Marx’s and Engels’s analysis of capitalism. The debunking
of the Podolinsky myth may not be sufficient to overturn the conventional wisdom that, as a general rule, Marx and Engels treat the
economy as a self-reproducing system not dependent on its natural environment. Georgescu-Roegen exemplifies this conventional wisdom
with his claim that for “Marxist economists,” the “patent fact that between the economic process and the material environment there exists
a continuous mutual influence carries no weight.”27 Similarly, Perrings
asserts that Marx “assumed that the economy may expand without
limit at the expense of the environment,” in effect treating the environment as “simultaneously a horn of plenty and a bottomless sink.”28
Underpinning this conventional wisdom is the view, well phrased by
Hawley, that “Marxian theory” represents a “closed-system” perspective on the economy which “ignores environment as an interaction
field.”29
Although we have already demonstrated the considerable ecological
content of Marx’s and Engels’s thinking in earlier related works,30 it
is important to reconsider the extent to which open-system energy
and entropic considerations are incorporated into Marx’s Capital, and
whether this incorporation is consistent with Engels’s criticisms of
Podolinsky. Only then can we definitively determine the lessons that
the Podolinsky episode holds for the relationship between Marxism
and ecological economics.

II. Energy in Marx’s metabolic analysis of value and exploitation

For Marx, commodity production by wage-labor is the specifically capitalist form of human labor, “the universal condition for the metabolic
interaction between man and nature.”31 Capitalism is therefore just as
much subject to nature’s laws as any other form of human production.
“It would,” as Marx says, “be absolutely mistaken to attach mystical
notions to this spontaneously developed productivity of labour, as is
sometimes done.”32 “When man engages in production, he can only
proceed as nature does herself, i.e. he can only change the form of
the materials. Furthermore, even in this work of modification he is
constantly helped by natural forces.”33
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Perhaps the most basic way in which human labor is constantly helped
by natural forces is through the effect of solar energy on the terrestrial environment, without which no life, and hence no labor, could
occur. In this connection, Engels points out that Podolinsky’s energyproductivity calculations take no account of the complexities introduced by “the fresh cal” that the worker “absorbs from the radiation of the sun.”34 Engels’s observation on the complexity of accounting for the full effects of solar energy can thus be seen as logically consistent with Daly’s contemporary criticism of some forms of
energetics:
Even in its own terms of calculating the “solar energy necessary directly and
indirectly to produce” all commodities, the actual accounting of embodied
energy is very incomplete. It counts only solar energy entering into agriculture, forests, and fisheries. But solar energy obviously enters all production
processes by providing light and heat. . . How this enormous joint cost could
be allocated among all its joint products. . . is beyond my imagination.35

In other words, solar energy’s role in human labor cannot be fully captured by any simple, mechanistic accounting model, with energy entering as fuel at one end and emerging as useful work at the other. Before
delving more deeply into the issue of Marx’s combined metabolicenergetic approach to capitalism, we should make three preliminary
points. First, Marx’s use of “metabolism” is far more than a mere
analogy. As pointed out by Griese and Pawelzig, Marx employed
and developed metabolic analyses in all his major economic works,
from the Grundrisse (1857–1858) to his Notes on Adolph Wagner
(1880–1881).36 Griese and Pawelzig go on to state that:
What is involved here is no picture, no metaphor for visualization, but rather
a rich concept. The exchange of matter by living systems, according to
the physiologists’ definition, remains for Marx what it is, neither watered
down nor “generalized,” as is often done. Exchange of matter is taking up,
reshaping, storing, and giving up of matter with an exchange of energy taking
place simultaneously. This same content applies – and here lies the discovery
of Marx – not only to living but also to social systems, insofar as social life
is also actually life in the physiological sense, arising out of social life and
developing further its material basis.37

Second, Marx saw the labor process itself as constituting the main
metabolic relation between humans and nature. But under the influence
of Liebig he also explored in great detail the metabolic rift between
nature and society, manifested in the extraction of nutrients (such as nitrogen, phosphorus and potassium) from the soil (as food and fiber), and
their transportation hundreds and thousands of miles to urban centers,
to eventually take the form of human and animal wastes – subverting
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the natural cycle that would have returned the nutrients to their native
soil. In this way Marx explored problems of human dependence on
nature, which, while not independent of energy issues, could not be
reduced to pure energetics.38 Marx’s adamant refusal to embrace energy reductionism seems to foreshadow Georgescu-Roegen’s famous
dictum that “matter matters, too.”39
Third, Marx’s metabolic interpretation of commodity production and
exchange directly informed his analysis of commodities as values
(repositories of abstract, socially necessary labor). He thus considers commodity exchange to be a “process of social metabolism,” and
“the value form of the commodity” to be the “economic cell form” of
this metabolism.40 A commodity is, of course, a useful good or service that is put up for exchange. Recognizing that this “use value. . .
is conditioned by the physical properties of the commodity,” Marx
sees commodity use values as “the material content of wealth” under capitalism.41 As is well known, Marx also insists that both nature
and human labor contribute to the production of all use values.42 In
analyzing commodities and money, therefore, he emphasizes that “the
physical bodies of commodities, are combinations of two elements, the
material provided by nature, and labour.”43 Marx also insists “nothing
can be a value without being an object of utility. If the thing is useless, so is the labour contained in it; the labour does not count as
labour, and therefore creates no value.”44 Stated differently: “Value
[as abstract labor] is independent of the particular use-value by which
it is borne, but a use-value of some kind must act as its bearer.”45
Therefore, because commodities, like all use values, are products of
both labor and nature, and because labor is itself an interaction with
nature, the production and exchange of commodities is both a social
(people-people) and a metabolic (people-nature) relation. The dialectic
of value and use value is not a simple dichotomy in Marx’s conception, but rather a unity-in-difference or moving contradiction. Capitalism’s exploitation of wage-labor is fraught with contradictions largely
because of the tensions between the material requirements of value
accumulation and the metabolic nature of both wage-labor and the
wage-laborers.
Labor power and its value

Marx defines “labour-power, or labour-capacity” as “the aggregate of
those mental and physical capabilities existing in the physical form,
the living personality, of a human being, capabilities which he sets in
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motion whenever he produces a use-value of any kind.”46 Labor power
“is a natural object, a thing, although a living, conscious thing.”47 It
is, “above all else, the material of nature transposed into a human
organism.”48 The metabolic-energetic content of Marx’s conception
is evident not just in his choice of the term labor power, but also in
an alternative (and more descriptive) translation of the definition just
quoted: “Labour-power itself is energy transferred to a human organism
by means of nourishing matter.”49
Energy considerations are accordingly central to Marx’s analysis of the
value of labor power. As is well known, Marx equates labor power’s
value with the value of the commodities entering into the consumption of workers and their families. Two aspects of this consumption
are distinguished: a physical subsistence component and “a historical and moral element.”50 Our main concern here is with the physical
subsistence element. This begins, of course, with the worker’s “natural needs, such as food, clothing, fuel and housing” – needs which
“vary according to the climatic and other physical peculiarities of his
country.”51 Even at this basic level, Marx recognizes both the role of
matter-energy dissipation, as well as the energy requirements for the individual worker’s reproduction. Precisely because “labour-power exists
only as a capacity of the living individual,” it is by nature (regardless
of what happens in the labor-process) subject to “wear and tear. . . and
death.”52 “The owner of labour-power is mortal,” and must therefore
“perpetuate himself by procreation.” 53 Hence, the value of labor power
includes the value of commodities “necessary for the worker’s replacements, i.e. his children, in order that this race of peculiar commodityowners may perpetuate its presence on the market.”54 It should perhaps
not surprise us that Marx, in addressing the physiological and energetic requirements of production, was always aware of the arrow of
time.
But the metabolic dimension only becomes fully apparent with Marx’s
consideration of the connections between the worker’s laboring activity
and labor power’s value. “The use of labour-power is. . . .labour itself,”
and “the purchaser of labour-power consumes it by setting the seller of
it to work.”55 This is true whether labor is considered to be production
of use values or as production of values. Even though the substance of
value is abstract labor (“homogenous human labour, . . . human labourpower expended without regard to the form of its expenditure”), the
“creation of value” still requires “the transposition of labour-power
into labour,” i.e., “a productive expenditure of human brains, muscles,
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nerves, hands, etc., of the labour-power possessed in his bodily organism by every ordinary man.”56 Conservation of labor’s value-creating
power therefore imposes additional maintenance requirements on the
worker:
However, labour-power becomes a reality only by being expressed; it is
activated only through labour. But in the course of this activity, i.e. labour, a
definite quantity of human muscle, nerve, brain, etc. is expended, and these
things have to be replaced. Since more is expended, more must be received.
If the owner of labour-power works today, tomorrow he must again be able
to repeat the same process in the same conditions as regards health and
strength. His means of subsistence must therefore be sufficient to maintain
him in his normal state as a working individual.57

An alternative translation of the italicized sentence is: “This increased
expenditure demands a larger income.”58 Here, Marx is employing
an “energy income and expenditure” framework adapted from the
work of the great German energy physiologist Ludimar Hermann.
We know that Marx studied Hermann’s Elements of Human Physiology, which treats energy flows in human labor from a biochemical standpoint.59 In Hermann’s analysis, “energy income” connotes
consumption of energy sources convertible into work, while “energy
expenditure” refers to the laborer’s loss of energy when work is performed. Marx evidently found Hermann’s approach quite useful for
determining the “ultimate or minimum limit of the value of labourpower,” i.e., “the value of the commodities which have to be supplied
every day to the bearer of labour-power. . . so that he can renew his
life-process” in something more than “a crippled state.”60 In addition,
Marx was undoubtedly aware of Liebig’s discussion of the application
of thermodynamics to physiology in the last chapter of his Familiar
Letters on Chemistry, entitled “The Connection and Equivalence of
Forces.”61
Marx follows Hermann and Liebig in declining to reduce the content of the energy income and expenditure to pure energetic terms.
For Hermann, the biochemical processes of energy income and expenditure, and their degree of compatibility with nutritional and other
metabolic functions, help determine whether any given labor situation
is consistent with the healthy reproduction of the laborer.62 Different
kinds of labor (in terms of type and intensity) require different biochemical forms of energy income, and are as well impacted by how
well rested the worker is from prior labors. The worker cannot be treated
like a steam engine that will just keep running as long as adequate coal
is shoveled in. Marx applies this aspect of Hermann’s approach when
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discussing the value of labor power in terms of the length of daily
worktime:
When the working day is prolonged, the price of labour-power may fall below
its value, although that price nominally remains unchanged, or even rises.
The value of a day’s labour-power is estimated. . . on the basis of its normal
average duration, or the normal duration of the life of a worker, and on the
basis of the appropriate normal standard of conversion of living substances
into motion as it applies to the nature of man. Up to a certain point, the
increased deterioration of labour-power inseparable from a lengthening of
the working day may be compensated for by making amends in the form of
higher wages. But beyond this point deterioration increases in geometrical
progression, and all the requirements for the normal reproduction and functioning of labour-power cease to be fulfilled. The price of labour-power and
the degree of its exploitation cease to be commensurable quantities.63

In a footnote to the passage just cited, Marx provides a quotation from
a work by the “father of the fuel cell” – the English jurist and physical
chemist Sir William Robert Grove – entitled On the Correlation of
Physical Forces, which states: “The amount of labour which a man had
undergone in the course of 24 hours might be approximately arrived
at by an examination of the chemical changes which had taken place
in his body, changed forms in matter indicating the anterior exercise
of dynamic force.”64 Marx and Engels had, in fact, read Grove’s book
with deep interest as early as 1864–1865, as part of their studies of the
mechanical theory of heat and the convertibility of different forms of
energy.65 They were familiar with the fourth edition of Grove’s work,
published in 1862, in which Grove had already provided a detailed
discussion of the second law of thermodynamics.66 Marx obviously
found these studies directly relevant to his analysis of the value of
labor power.67
Marx’s analysis of the value of labor power clearly incorporates the
conservation of energy as well as the inevitability of matter-energy
dissipation. In Capital, Marx quotes Lucretius in order to evoke the
fundamental materialist principle (the principle of conservation) that
“out of nothing, nothing can be created.”68 That Marx does not use
the terms “entropy,” “thermodynamics,” or “first and second laws,” is
explained by the fact that these terms were only then being introduced
into physics and thus were not used widely even within the scientific
community at the time of Marx’s Capital. (Clausius introduced the
term “entropy” – from a Greek construction meaning “transformation”
– in 1865, two years before the publication of Capital, while Clausius’s
Mechanical Theory of Heat appeared in 1867, the same year as Capital.
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The first use of the term “thermodynamics” in the title of a book was
in 1868 in Tait’s Thermodynamics.69 )
As the entropy law was only just then being recognized, its full implications still had to be worked out by scientists. William Thomson,
the leading British proponent of the idea of energy dissipation (or
what came to be called entropy), denied in 1852 that animals can
be viewed in any sense as thermodynamic machines equivalent to
steam engines.70 Engels in particular was wary of the crude mechanistic and energy-reductionist purposes to which thermodynamics was
put in some subsequent analyses. As he wrote in The Dialectics of
Nature:
Let someone try to convert any skilled labour into kilogram-metres and then
to determine wages on this basis! Physiologically considered, the human
body contains organs which in their totality, from one aspect, can be regarded as a thermodynamical machine, where heat is supplied and converted
into motion. But even if one presupposes constant conditions as regards the
other bodily organs, it is questionable whether physiological work done, even
lifting, can be at once fully expressed in kilogram-metres, since within the
body internal work is performed at the same time which does not appear in
the result. For the body is not a steam-engine, which only undergoes friction and wear and tear. Physiological work is only possible with continued
chemical changes in the body itself, depending also on the process of respiration and the work of the heart. Along with every muscular contraction
or relaxation, chemical changes occur in the nerves and muscles, and these
changes cannot be treated as parallel to those of coal in a steam-engine.
One can, of course, compare two instances of physiological work that have
taken place under otherwise identical conditions, but one cannot measure the
physical work of a man according to the work of a steam-engine, etc.; their
external results, yes, but not the processes themselves without considerable
reservations.71

Seven years after the above commentary was written, Engels was confronted with Podolinsky’s naive attempt to calculate “the physical work
of a man according to the work of a steam-engine,” i.e., by simply comparing the caloric food intake of the laborer to the calories embodied in
the physical output of the (agricultural) labor process.72 Conveying his
opinion of Podolinsky’s energy-accounting exercises to Marx, Engels
reprised his prior critique of energy-reductionism. As noted earlier, he
pointed out that Podolinsky’s calculations ignored the energy metabolically absorbed by all workers from the sun. He also observed that the
food-calories consumed by a worker (a figure of 10,000 calories per
day is used) “are known in practice to lose on conversion into other
forms of energy as a result of friction, etc., a portion that cannot be
put to use. Significantly so in the case of the human body. Hence the
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physical labour performed in economic labour can never = 10,000 cal;
it is invariably less.”73
After this initial clear recognition of matter-energy dissipation, Engels considers further metabolic qualifications to Podolinsky’s energy
productivity calculations. He points out how Podolinsky assumed that
all “physical labour is economic labour,” when in reality much of the
energy expenditure of the worker is “lost in the increased heat given
off by the body, etc., and such useful residue as remains lies in the
fertilising property of excretions.”74 “In hunting and fishing,” for example, “assuming the individual concerned takes normal nourishment,
the amount of protein and fat he obtains by hunting or fishing is independent [logically and temporally] of the amount of these substances
he consumes [while hunting or fishing].”75 Compared to Podolinsky’s
energy-reductionist framework, Engels’s more metabolic approach –
one fully consistent with Marx’s analysis of the value of labor power
– is clearly more sensitive to the complex and entropic nature of the
labor process.
It is worth noting at this point that Engels has sometimes been criticized in ecological literature for skepticism regarding the second law
of thermodynamics. As Martinez-Alier writes,
The second law was mentioned by Engels in some notes written in 1875
which became, posthumously, famous passages of the Dialectics of Nature.
Engels refers to Clausius’ entropy law, found it contradictory to the law of the
conservation of energy, and expressed the hope that a way would be found
to re-use the heat irradiated into space. Engels was understandably worried
about the religious interpretations of the second law. In a letter to Marx of
21 March 1869, when he became aware of the second law, he complained
about William Thomson’s attempts to mix God and physics.76

The particular fragment in Engels’s Dialectics of Nature to which
Martinez-Alier refers was given the heading “Radiation of Heat into
Universal Space” and was devoted to the broader, cosmological implications tied to the second law of thermodynamics.77 These were
questions of materialism vs. idealism/religion, connected with alternative conceptions of the creation and possible future destruction of
the universe. Engels laid out some of the complications and logical
difficulties. To claim on the basis of this that Engels demonstrated
skepticism toward or even rejected the second law of thermodynamics,
as Martinez-Alier and some others have done, is presumptuous. Such
a conclusion is particularly unacceptable since elsewhere in Dialectics
of Nature, Engels expresses his deep respect for the results of Carnot
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and Clausius and conforms his own observations and analyses to the
strictures of the second law.
Equally erroneous is the suggestion Martinez-Alier advances (in the
above quote) that in his March 21, 1869 letter to Marx, Engels showed
that he had become aware of the second law of thermodynamics only
at that time. We know that Engels read Grove’s Correlation of Physical
Forces (probably the fourth edition of 1862) by 1865 – shortly after
Marx. Grove’s work included a very detailed treatment of the second
law in the key chapter on “Heat,” in the context of a discussion of the
discoveries of Carnot, Clausius, and Thomson. There is no possibility
that Engels or Marx – both of whom praised Grove’s book – missed
this discussion. Moreover, since Engels referred a number of times to
Thomson’s and Tait’s classic 1867 text on physics, A Treatise on Natural
Philosophy (and not to any of the later editions of that work) it is quite
probable that he also encountered the second law upon reading that
work when it first appeared. If that weren’t enough, no direct reference
to the second law of thermodynamics appears in the letter that MartinezAlier cites (nor any mention of Thomson by name there) so the point
seems to be a gross extrapolation. Instead Engels’s letter deals with
the hypothesis of the “heat death” of the universe, associated with
Helmholtz, Clausius, Thomson, and others. Engels complained that
cosmological claims asserting the cause of the eventual “heat death”
of the universe, and also its origins in an “original hot state,” based on
the entropy concept alone, were absurd because they would have had
to have been founded on a “natural law [that] is, to date, only halfknown to them.”78 In short, no unfavorable conclusions about Engels’s
position on thermodynamics can be derived from these comments.
How Marx answers Podolinsky’s question

If Marx’s approach to energy and value did not align with Podolinsky
(who in any case made only suggestive comments in this regard), what
was the specific nature of Marx’s argument? At several points in Capital
and its preparatory works, Marx considers the creation of surplus value
in terms of the difference between: (1) the energy equivalent of the
value of labor power, as determined by the labor required to produce
the means of subsistence purchased with the wage, and (2) the energy
expended by labor power, insofar as it corresponds to the energy content
of the commodities in which value is objectified. But, given the inability
of the commodity (value) form to adhere to the metabolic-energetic
requirements of labor power and the work it performs, it is as incorrect
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to identify the energy equivalent of labor power’s value with all the
energy that enters into the reproduction of labor power as it is to identify
the energy content of commodity values with all the energy entering
into their production. Podolinsky’s opening question, as to how the first
law of thermodynamics is consistent with an excess of energy-product
over the energy “expended in the production of the labor power of
the workers,” is thus full of misapprehensions insofar as it is meant
to refer to Marx’s theory.79 For Marx, moreover, the production of
surplus value is a social and material effect specific to capitalism; it is
not susceptible to a purely natural scientific proof. Nonetheless, Marx’s
application of the energy income and expenditure approach to surplus
value demonstrates the thermodynamic consistency of his theory.80
For Marx, the possibility of surplus value stems from labor power’s
“specific use-value. . . of being a source not only of value, but of more
value than it has itself.”81 This use value has two important characteristics. First, given capitalism’s reduction of “value” to abstract labor time,
“the use value of labour capacity, as value, is itself the value-creating
force; the substance of value, and the value-increasing substance.”82
Second, “the past labour embodied in the labour-power and the living
labour it can perform, and the daily cost of maintaining labour-power
and its daily expenditure in work, are two totally different things.”83
While the value of labor power is determined by the value of workers’
commodified means of subsistence,
The use of that labouring power is only limited by the active energies and
physical strength of the labourer. The daily or weekly value of the labouring
power is quite distinct from the daily or weekly exercise of that power, the
same as the food a horse wants and the time it can carry the horseman are
quite distinct. The quantity of labour by which the value of the workman’s
labouring power is limited forms by no means a limit to the quantity of labour
which his labouring power is apt to perform.84

In energy terms, “What the free worker sells is always nothing more
than a specific, particular measure of force-expenditure”; but “labour
capacity as a totality is greater than every particular expenditure.”85
“In this exchange, then, the worker. . . sells himself as an effect,” and
“is absorbed into the body of capital as a cause, as activity.”86 The
result is an energy subsidy for the capitalist who appropriates and sells
the commodities produced during the portion of the workday over and
above that required to produce the means of subsistence represented
by the wage. The apparently equal exchange of the worker’s labor
power for its value thus “turns into its opposite. . . the dispossession
of his labour.”87 Marx develops this point in terms of the distinction
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between surplus labor and the “necessary labor” objectified in workers’
commodified means of subsistence:
During the second period of the labour process, that in which his labour is
no longer necessary labour, the worker does indeed expend labour-power,
he does work, but his labour is no longer necessary labour, and he creates
no value for himself. He creates surplus-value which, for the capitalist, has
all the charms of something created out of nothing.88

Of course, this value (energy) surplus is not really created out of nothing. Rather, it represents capitalism’s appropriation of portions of the
potential work embodied in labor power recouped from metabolic regeneration largely during non-worktime. And this is only possible insofar as the regeneration of labor power, in both energy and biochemical
terms, involves not just consumption of calories from the commodities purchased with the wage, but also fresh air, solar heat, sleep, relaxation, and various domestic activities necessary for the hygiene,
feeding, clothing, and housing of the worker. Insofar as capitalism
forces the worker to labor beyond necessary labor time, it encroaches
on the time required for all these regenerative activities. As Marx
observes,
But time is IN FACT the active existence of the human being. It is not only
the measure of human life. It is the space for its development. And the
ENCROACHMENT OF CAPITAL OVER the TIME OF LABOUR is the
appropriation of the life, the mental and physical life, of the worker.89

Viewed in this way, Marx’s metabolic-energetic analysis of surplus
value is an essential foundation for his analysis of capitalism’s tendency “to go beyond the natural limits of labour-time” – a tendency “that forcibly compels even the society which rests on capitalist
production. . . to restrict the normal working day within firmly fixed
limits.”90 Unless forcibly constrained from doing so, capitalist production encroaches not just on the time the worker needs “to satisfy his
intellectual and social requirements,” but also on “the physical limits
to labour-power”:
Within the 24 hours of the natural day a man can only expend a certain
quantity of his vital force. Similarly, a horse can work regularly for only 8 h
a day. During part of the day the vital force must rest, sleep; during another
part the man has to satisfy other physical needs, to feed, wash and clothe
himself. . . But what is a working day? At all events, it is less than a natural
day. How much less? The capitalist has his own views of this point of no
return, the necessary limit of the working day. As a capitalist, he is only
capital personified. His soul is the soul of capital. But capital has one sole
driving force, the drive to valorize itself, to create surplus-value, to absorb. . .
the greatest possible amount of surplus labour.91
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Capitalism’s inherent drive to extend worktime beyond labor power’s
metabolic-energetic limits is, in fact, one of the major themes in Volume I of Capital. But the more basic point is that Marx’s analysis
of surplus value already answers Podolinsky’s question: it is completely consistent with not only the first but also the second law of
thermodynamics. Ironically, Podolinsky’s answer to his own question regarding the relation of the labor process to the transfer and
transformation of energy violates the second law by treating the
worker as a “perfect machine” – and doubly so insofar as, in the
real world, it is precisely capitalism’s attempt to convert labor power
into a surplus-labor machine that threatens the worker’s metabolic
reproduction:
But in its blind and measureless drive, its insatiable appetite for surplus
labour, capital oversteps not only the moral but even the merely physical
limits of the working day. It usurps the time for growth, development and
healthy maintenance of the body. It steals the time required for the consumption of fresh air and sunlight. It haggles over the meal-times, where possible
incorporating them into the production process itself, so that food is added
to the worker as to a mere means of production, as coal is supplied to the
boiler, and grease and oil to the machinery. It reduces the sound sleep needed
for the restoration, renewal and refreshment of the vital forces to the exact
amount of torpor essential to the revival of an absolutely exhausted organism. It is not the normal maintenance of labour-power which determines the
limits of the working day here, but rather the greatest possible daily expenditure of labour-power, no matter how diseased, compulsory and painful it
may be...92

As a prelude to the next section, it is worth noting that Marx’s use of
metabolic-energetic analysis led him to a direct comparison between
the overextension of worktime and the overexploitation of land. After
all, he closely studied the works of the leading agronomists of his time,
including Justus von Liebig and James Johnston – works emphasizing
the biochemical recycling processes required to maintain soil fertility.93
In Marx’s view, capitalism’s incessant pressure to produce as much
surplus value as possible within any given time period caused it to
violate the metabolic conditions for sustaining the productive vigor of
land and labor power.94 Referring directly to the work of Johnston,
Marx argued in Capital that
The way that the cultivation of particular crops depends on fluctuations
in market prices and the constant changes in cultivation with these price
fluctuations – the entire spirit of capitalist production, which is oriented
towards the most immediate monetary profit – stands in contradiction to
agriculture, which has to concern itself with the whole gamut of permanent
conditions of life required by the chain of human generations.95
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Similarly, in the case of forestry, Marx suggested that:
The long production time (which includes a relatively slight amount of working time), and the consequent length of the turnover period, makes forest
culture a line of business unsuited to private and hence to capitalist production. . . .The development of civilization and industry in general has always
shown itself so active in the destruction of forests that everything that has
been done for their conservation and production is completely insignificant
in comparison.96

The common element in capitalism’s tendencies to overexploit land and
labor power is the failure to provide sufficient time (and biochemical
energy inputs) for the restoration of productive power. In both cases, this
productive power winds up being depleted insofar as free competition
reigns:
Capital asks no question about the length of life of labour-power. What
interests it is purely and simply the maximum of labour-power that can be
set in motion in a working day. It attains this objective by shortening the life
of labour-power, in the same way as a greedy farmer snatches more produce
from the soil by robbing it of its fertility.97

Hence, when considering the forces behind the English Factory Acts,
which placed a cap on worktime, Marx suggested that:
Apart from the daily more threatening advance of the working-class movement, the limiting of factory labour was dictated by the same necessity as
forced the manuring of English fields with guano. The same blind desire for
profit that in the one case exhausted the soil had in the other case seized hold
of the vital force of the nation at its roots.98

That this analogy was underpinned by the energy income and expenditure framework is clear from the following passage in Theories of
Surplus Value, written just a few years before the publication of Capital, Volume I:
Anticipation of the future – real anticipation – occurs in the production of
wealth in relation to the worker and to the land. The future can indeed be anticipated and ruined in both cases by premature overexertion and exhaustion,
and by the disturbance of the balance between expenditure and income. In
capitalist production this happens to both the worker and the land. . . What
is shortened here exists as power and the life span of this power is shortened
as a result of accelerated expenditure.99

Given this parallel, it is not surprising that Marx developed a full-blown
ecological critique of capitalism – one that synthesized his metabolicenergetic analyses of capital’s exploitation of labor and of the land.
But an essential place in this synthesis was occupied by the capitalist
mechanization of production.
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III. Capitalist industrialization, matter-energy, and entropy

Thermodynamic considerations – the conservation of energy, its entropic dissipation through friction in particular, and the correlation of
physical forces – play a crucial role in Marx’s analysis of “Machinery
and Large-Scale Industry” in Chapter 15 of Capital, Volume I. This
chapter represents the core of Marx’s analysis of industrial development
under capitalism.
Energy, friction, and biochemical processes in capitalist industry

Marx depicts the industrial revolution using a model of machinery systems consisting of “three essentially different parts, the motor mechanism, the transmitting mechanism and finally the tool or working
machine.”100 He perceives machine-based production as a transfer of
force from one part of the system to another – starting from the motor
mechanism which “acts as the driving force of the mechanism as a
whole,” on through the transmission mechanism which “regulates the
motion, changes its form where necessary, and divides and distributes
it among the working machines,” and finally to the working machine
which “using this motion . . . seizes on the object of labour and modifies it as desired.”101 This entire framework is clearly informed by an
extensive theoretical and practical study of both energy conservation
and the mechanics of energy transfer.102
Indeed, in an 1863 letter to Engels outlining his research for “the section on machinery,” Marx wrote that he had not only “re-read all [of
his] note-books (excerpts) on technology,” but was “also attending a
practical (purely experimental) course for working men given by Prof.
Willis.”103 The lecturer he referred to was the Reverend Robert Willis
(1800–1875), the brilliant British architect and mechanical engineer
(and, from 1837 onward, Jacksonian Professor of Natural and Experimental Philosophy at the University of Cambridge). That the mechanics
of energy transmission were a central theme in these lectures is clear
from the working models that Willis used – models he had himself
designed and integrated into an instructional system.104 As described
by technology-educator Eric Parkinson:
Willis developed a special construction kit which could be used as a means
of demonstrating principles of mechanisms to his students. It was devised
so that mechanical components could be added, removed, or re-positioned
with speed and accuracy during a lecture-demonstration.105
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When combined with Marx’s theoretical and historical studies, such
practical instruction led him to argue that the industrial revolution
started not with the motor mechanism and its energy sources but rather
with the tool or working machine – specifically with the mechanization
of the portion of labor that incorporated directly the principal material(s). As explained in Capital,
The entire machine is only a more or less altered mechanical edition of
the old handicraft tool. . . The machine, therefore, is a mechanism that, after
being set in motion, performs with its tools the same operations as the worker
formerly did with similar tools. Whether the motive power is derived from
man, or in turn from a machine, makes no difference here.106

This argument “establish[ed] a connection between human social relations and the development of these material modes of production.”107
After all, the ability of the capitalist to separate the tool from the worker
and install it in the machine – and the subsequent application of science to the technical improvement of machinery on the capitalist’s
profit-making behalf – presumed that the worker had already been socially separated from control over the means of production.108 But this
historical primacy of social relations, and corresponding primacy of
machine-tools over energy sources and mechanisms, hardly prevented
Marx from emphasizing the crucial enabling role of power supply and
transmission in the industrial revolution. For one thing, the mechanization of tools means they are freed from the limitations of the individual
worker’s labor power as the direct motive force. “Now assuming that
[the worker] is acting simply as a motor, that a machine has replaced the
tool he is using, it is evident that he can also be replaced as a motor by
natural forces.”109 Once installed in machines, tools may be driven by
a greater variety of power sources and on a much larger energy-scale.
Indeed, the growing scale of machinery itself precludes the continued
use of labor power as motive force:
An increase in the size of the machine and the number of its working tools
calls for a more massive mechanism to drive it; and this mechanism, in order
to overcome its own inertia, requires a mightier moving power than that of
man, quite apart from the fact that man is a very imperfect instrument for
producing uniform and continuous motion.110

The replacement of labor power with other motive forces starts with “a
call for the application of animals, water and wind as motive powers,”
but it soon graduates to the development of coal-driven steam-engines
and eventually (as Marx projected) electric power mechanisms.111 It
is here, with the development of motor mechanisms and their power
sources in response to the energy demands of increasingly complex
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and large-scale machine-tool systems, that Marx emphasizes the role of
friction as a fundamental entropic process.112 Hence, in explaining that
the “increase in the size of the machine and its working tools calls for a
more massive mechanism” and motor force to drive it, Marx observes
that the question of force (or energy) became critical when water power,
which in Britain had hitherto been the main source of power, no longer
seemed adequate: “the use of water-power preponderated even during
the period of manufacture. In the seventeenth century attempts had
already been made to turn two pairs of millstones with a single waterwheel. But the increased size of the transmitting mechanism came into
conflict with the water-power, which was now insufficient, and this
was one of the factors which gave the impulse for a more accurate
investigation of the laws of friction.”113
Here Marx demonstrates an acute understanding of the way in which
water and steam, as contemporaneous power technologies, affected
the early history of industrialization. Although the “take-off” associated with the industrial revolution is usually seen as occurring around
1760 or 1780, water power remained the principal motive force for
industry in Britain until well into the nineteenth century. In the eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries scientist-engineers such as Parent, Smeaton, Déparcieux, and Lazare Carnot explored the efficiency
requirements of water power, the problem of friction, and, in Lazare
Carnot’s case, the maximum efficiency under ideal conditions from a
given fall of water. At this time, despite the improvements of Watt’s
steam engine, the water wheel provided far more motive power. The
steam engine was thus commonly used as a supplement to water
power. However, the increasing efficiency of the steam engine, coupled with its greater versatility (the areas of serviceable water power
in Britain – principally Scotland and the North – were already in use)
led to its steady displacement of water power as the nineteenth century
progressed.114
Not only do Marx’s comments seem to be cognizant of these developments, but his point here may reflect awareness of the fact that the
Scottish physicists James Thomson and his brother, William Thomson
(the future Lord Kelvin), were initially drawn to their research into
thermodynamics by their practical explorations into fluid friction.115 It
was William Thomson who rediscovered and promoted Sadi Carnot’s
1824 work on thermodynamics, which had hitherto fallen on deaf ears.
The very term “thermodynamics” (referring initially to the laws of heat
as a source of power) was introduced by Thomson in 1849.
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In any event, despite common misinterpretations regarding Marx’s
polemic with Proudhon, in which Marx glibly stated that “the hand-mill
gives you society with the feudal lord, the steam engine society with the
industrial capitalist,” Marx clearly did not adopt the view that the steam
engine literally generated either the capitalist or industrialization.116 He
recognized that water power not only dominated in the early manufacturing/mercantilist period preceding industrialization but even led the
way in the initial phase of industrialization proper (the age of “machinofacture”). In fact, his analysis emphasizes that steam power only
displaced water power as the entire mechanism of production (itself
a product of developing socioeconomic relations) began to demand
increasingly large concentrations, and more versatile forms, of energy.
Specifically, Marx observes that with “tools. . . converted from being
manual implements of man into the parts of a mechanical apparatus,” it
becomes possible to reduce “the individual machine to a mere element
in production by machinery”; but this presumes that the motive mechanism is “able to drive many machines at once.”117 Thus, the required
“motor mechanism grows with the number of the machines that are
turned simultaneously, and the transmitting mechanism becomes an
extensive apparatus.”118 Insofar as “the object of labour goes through a
connected series of graduated processes carried out by a chain of mutually complementary machines of various kinds,” the power-source must
meet demanding scale, flexibility and transmission requirements.119 In
industries using machines to produce precision machines, especially,
an “essential condition . . .was a prime mover capable of exerting any
amount of force, while retaining perfect control.”120 The material nature of water power precluded its use for such purposes beyond a certain
level and locality, given problems of friction, containment, storability
and transportability:
The flow of water could not be increased at will, it failed at certain seasons of
the year, and above all it was essentially local. Not till the invention of Watt’s
second and so-called double-acting steam-engine was a prime mover found
which drew its own motive power from the consumption of coal and water,
was entirely under man’s control, was mobile and a means of locomotion,. . .
and, finally, was of universal technical application and little affected in its
choice of residence by local circumstances.121

Obviously, “matter matters, too,” in Capital’s analysis of the energetics
of capitalist industrialization. One can then understand why Marx paid
such close attention to the physical wear and tear of machinery. In the
chapter on machinery and large-scale industry, we are told that:
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The physical deterioration of the machine is of two kinds. The one arises
from use, as coins wear away by circulating, the other from lack of use, as a
sword rusts when left in its scabbard. Deterioration of the first kind is more
or less directly proportional, and that of the second kind to a certain extent
inversely proportional, to the use of the machine.122

Such physical deterioration is central to the analysis of the costs of
fixed capital replacement and repair in Volume II, Chapter 8 of Capital,
where Marx again distinguishes between wear and tear from “actual
use” and “that caused by natural forces,” showing through various realworld examples how the labor necessitated by each type enters into the
values of commodities.123
Aside from friction, another reason why Marx eschewed energyreductionism in his analysis of industry was his awareness that capitalism’s “development of the social powers of labour” involved not
just machines and their motive forces, but also “the appliance of chemical and other natural agencies” in a way that is not reducible to pure
energy-transmission.124 This is most evident from Marx’s analysis of
capitalist agriculture, where the “conscious, technological application
of science,” in the service of profit-making, confronts a barrier in “the
fertility of the soil,” with its necessary basis in “the metabolic interaction between man and the earth.”125 But there is an irreducible
biochemical element to any kind of production wherein something is
“added to the raw material to produce some physical modification of it,
as chlorine is added to unbleached linen, coal to iron, dye to wool.”126
“In all these cases,” as Marx puts it when considering their effect on
value accumulation, “the production time of the capital advanced consists of two periods: a period in which the capital exists in the labour
process, and a second period in which its form of existence – that of an
unfinished product – is handed over to the sway of natural processes,
without being involved in the labour process.”127 Such biochemical
production processes obviously reduce the relevance of analyses anchored solely in energetics.128
For Podolinsky, the primary goal of socialism was to maximize the
accumulation of energy on earth through full utilization of the perfect human-laboring machine – an analog derived from Carnot’s ideal
reverse cycle model.129 Carnot’s model, however, was that of an abstract, isolated system – a purely theoretical construct used as a means
of determining the maximum efficiency of a heat engine under ideal
conditions. Although it was to be the basis for the development of
thermodynamics, his ideal model was conceived in terms of reversible
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processes. Hence, Carnot’s cycle abstracted from those irreversible processes such as conduction, friction, percussion, etc. that later came to
be seen as particular manifestations of entropy (the second law of thermodynamics). Podolinsky’s error was to attempt to apply a model of
an isolated system to human production, which is better understood as
an open, dissipative system. By attributing to human labor the characteristics of Carnot’s perfect machine (assuming complete reversibility
and hence the absence of entropy), Podolinsky set up an analysis that
in effect denied the relevance of the second law of thermodynamics to
human production. In fact, Podolinsky’s model in places seems to point
beyond Carnot’s idealized cycle of perfect reversibility to the notion
that human beings can simply, through the expenditure of their labor
(without drawing on any source of energy outside of themselves), create a net increase in work, i.e., fire their own engines. This would be
a perpetuum mobile, something that Carnot’s model of course negates
as transcending all physical laws.130
Given that Podolinsky’s analysis of labor failed to recognize the entropic processes in real world production, it is not at all surprising that
his calculations of energy expenditure were simplistic to an extreme,
especially when applied to industry. As Engels writes:
In industry all [such] calculations come to a full stop; for the most part
the labour added to a product simply does not permit of being expressed
in terms of cal. This might be done in a pinch in the case of a pound of
yarn by laboriously reproducing its durability and tensile strength in yet
another mechanical formula, but even then it would smack of quite useless
pedantry and, in the case of a piece of grey cloth, let alone one that has been
bleached, dyed or printed, would actually become absurd. The energy value
conforming to the production costs of a hammer, a screw, a sewing needle,
is an impossible quantity.131

Hence, in a manner similar to Marx, Engels’s argument against energyreductionism emphasizes the irreducible biochemical character of human labor and its products, and the fact that use value is not reducible
to pure energy. The metabolic processes within the human body, reflexive of humans’ interactions with their physical environment, are
of a qualitative nature, not easily incorporated in such calculations of
energy input-output.132 In this, Engels’s argument is consistent with
that of many later ecological economists.133
Another important connection between Marx’s analysis and ecological economics – specifically the entropy school – involves the latter’s
view that human production became unsustainable when it “broke the
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budget constraint of living on solar income.”134 However, although
Daly limits this post-solar income regime to “the last 200 years,” neither he nor Georgescu-Roegen venture a structural explanation for it
– that is, an explanation combining specific social production relations with the development of specific technologies relying on fossil
fuels and other “geological capital.”135 As we’ve seen, Marx’s analysis
of machinery and large-scale industry (and industrialized agriculture
under capitalism) provides just such an explanation for the growing
industrial mechanism’s voracity for materials and energy. Apart from
the standard interpretation of the Podolinsky debate, perhaps what has
bolstered ecological economists’ misperceptions of Marx’s views are
passages such as the following, extracted from its proper context:
In the first place, in machinery the motion and the activity of the instrument
of labour asserts its independence vis-à-vis the worker. The instrument of
labour now becomes an industrial form of perpetual motion. It would go on
producing for ever if it did not come up against certain natural limits in the
shape of the weak bodies and the strong wills of its human assistants.136

The “perpetual motion” of which Marx speaks here, replaced in its
proper context, concerns the entire social mechanism behind the instrument of production, as perceived from the standpoint of the individual worker alienated from the means of production. This “perpetual
motion” is that of a material-social class relation; it is not an inherent
physical property, a matter only referred to metaphorically and hence
inviolate of the laws of thermodynamics. Marx’s main point involves
how the machine-system “confronts the worker as a pre-existing material condition of production”:137
An organized system of machines to which motion is communicated by the
transmitting mechanism from an automatic centre is the most developed
form of production by machinery. Here we have, in place of the isolated
machine, a mechanical monster whose body fills whole factories, and whose
demonic power, at first hidden by the slow and measured motions of its
gigantic members, finally bursts forth in the fast and feverish whirl of its
countless working organs.138

Marx’s reference to the “working organs” of this machine monstrosity goes back to the original Greek term organon, which refers both
to tools and to bodily organs, in what amounts to a theory of natural
technology. In this view, carried forward by Marx, tools are essentially
inorganic extensions of the organs of the body.139 The distinction between human bodily organs and their instrumental extensions also has
a long history in ecological economics – the crucial difference being
that ecological economists have not integrated it into a class analysis
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of production as Marx did.140 At any rate, one can certainly imagine from the above-quoted passages how Marx must have felt about
Podolinsky’s designation of workers as “perfect machines,” i.e., idealized steam engines. Indeed, the main way in which “Podolinsky went
astray,” as Engels put it in his December 19, 1882 letter to Marx, was
to bypass the alienated character of real-world machinery and mechanized labor under capitalism.141 Instead, Podolinsky “sought to find in
the field of natural science fresh proof of the rightness of socialism,”
and thus “confused the physical with the economic.”142 Although contemporary ecological economics does not (for the most part) champion
socialism, it arguably suffers from a similar tendency to confuse the
physical with the economic, due to its failure to grapple with the deep
material-social contradictions of capitalist production and monetary
valuation.143 By debunking the Podolinsky business, we hope to help
clear the air for a more productive dialogue between Marxism and
ecological economics, regarding the changes in socio-economic conditions necessary if humanity is to live within its solar income and other
environmental conditions. An important sub-topic in that dialogue is
Marx’s analysis of the matter-energy throughput generated by capitalist
industry, to which we now turn.
Matter-energy throughput under capitalism

Marx emphasizes that capitalism’s development of “the productive
powers of labour” is dependent upon “the natural conditions of labour,
such as fertility of soil, mines, and so forth.”144 Capitalist industrialization is a process in which “science presses natural agencies into
the service of labour” under the pressures of private profit-making and
competition.145 Nature provides capitalist enterprise with use values
that act not only as bearers of value, but also as “free natural productive power[s] of labour.”146 Both functions are evident in Marx’s
analysis of raw materials in the capital accumulation process.
Marx’s main theme here is that capitalism’s development of machinebased production, and of a complex division of labor among competing enterprises, generates an unprecedented increase in labor productivity that necessarily corresponds to an unprecedented demand for
raw materials. As he says, “the increasing productivity of labour is
expressed precisely in the proportion in which a greater quantity of
raw material absorbs a certain amount of labour, i.e. in the increasing mass of raw material that is transformed into products, worked
up into commodities, in an hour, for example.”147 “The growth of
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machinery and of the division of labour has the consequence that in
a shorter time far more can be produced,” so that “the part of capital
transformed into raw materials necessarily increases.”148 As labor productivity grows, so grows the quantity of materials that capital must
appropriate and process in order to achieve any given expansion of
value.
As has been shown, Marx was also well aware of the crucial importance
of power supplies for capitalist industry. Accordingly, he includes energy sources in capital’s growing demand for “auxiliary” or “ancillary”
materials, defined as those materials which, while not forming part of
“the principal substance of the product,” are nonetheless required “as
an accessory” of its production.149 They provide heat, light, chemical
and other necessary conditions of production distinct from the direct
processing of principal materials by labor and its instruments. Obviously, consumption of energy sources (“coal by a steam-engine. . . hay
by draft-horses,” or “materials for heating and lighting workshops”) is
a large part of such ancillaries’ usage.150 As Marx observes, “After the
capitalist has put a larger capital into machinery, he is compelled to
spend a larger capital on the purchase of raw materials and the fuels
required to drive the machines.”151 In short, capitalist industrialization
results in “more raw material worked up in the same time, and therefore
a greater mass of raw material and auxiliary substances enters into the
labour process.”152
This is not to say that the goal of capitalist production is simply to
maximize matter-energy throughput. Capitalism is a competitive system in which individual enterprises feel a constant pressure to lower
costs. Hence, in its own historically limited way, capitalism does penalize waste of materials and energy. As Marx observes, “value is not
measured by the labour-time that [an] article costs the producer in
each individual case, but by the labour-time socially required for its
production.”153 Competition thus penalizes excessive matter-energy
throughputs by not recognizing the labor time objectified in them as
necessary, value-creating labor. In this sense, “all wasteful consumption
of raw material or instruments of labour is strictly forbidden, because
what is wasted in this way represents a superfluous expenditure of
quantities of objectified labour, labour that does not count in the product or enter into its value.”154 Such waste also includes any “refuse”
that could have been “further employed as a means in the production
of new and independent use values” – at least insofar as competitors
are able to implement the necessary recycling operations.155 “As the
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capitalist mode of production extends,” Marx argues, “so also does the
utilization of the refuse left behind by production.”156
Nonetheless, such competitive economization and recycling of materials only operates along a path of rising labor productivity, i.e., of
the processing of matter-energy into commodities on an ever-growing
scale. The main “motive for each individual capitalist” is “to cheapen
his commodities by increasing productivity of labour.”157 By lowering
cost per commodity produced, such productivity gains enable manufacturers to reap surplus profits and/or an increased market share.
Although they still feel pressure to keep throughput at or below the
normal level, this level is itself a positive function of the constant drive
to boost output per labor hour.
Moreover, capitalism’s competitive enforcement of its own standards
of matter-energy use does nothing to counter the throughput produced
by the “moral depreciation” of fixed capital precipitated by the development of more advanced machinery and structures, or by rising labor
productivity in the industries producing them.158 Through such moral
depreciation (loss of capital values objectified in machinery and buildings), “competition forces the replacement of old means of labour by
new ones before their natural demise” – a clear acceleration of material throughput resulting in environmental degradation.159 The constant threat of moral depreciation also compels individual enterprises
to speed up the turnover of their fixed capital stocks by prolonging
worktime and intensifying labor processes, further magnifying the system’s normal matter-energy throughput.160 Advanced capitalism’s extension of such accelerated turnover to consumer “durables” (personal
computers, televisions, audio equipment, kitchen appliances, etc.) only
worsens these entropic dynamics.161
Given this background, one can better understand Engels’s critique of
Podolinsky’s attempt to calculate the energy productivity of agricultural labor. In Marx’s view, capitalist development of productive forces
translates into a growing throughput of matter and energy per labor
hour. This explains Engels’s observation, in response to Podolinsky,
that “whether the fresh cal stabilised by the expenditure of 10,000 cal
of daily nourishment amount to 5,000, 10,000, 20,000 or a million
is dependent solely upon the level of development of the means of
production.”162 In other words, the amount of energy that each hour of
labor (temporarily) stabilizes depends on the total amount of matterenergy processed per hour as well as the amount of ancillary energy
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used per unit of output – both of which correlate to the development
of production. Given that the increase in labor productivity under capitalism is generally accompanied by increases in material throughput,
Podolinsky’s failure to include non-labor inputs in his calculations is
a serious omission indeed, seeing as how “the energy value of auxiliary materials, fertilisers, etc., must . . . be taken into consideration”
– and increasingly so.163 The general lesson, Engels tells his life-long
comrade (in a statement already referred to above), “is that the working
individual is not only a stabiliser of present but also, and to a far greater
extent, a squanderer of past, solar heat. As to what we have done in the
way of squandering our reserves of energy, our coal, ore, forests, etc.,
you are better informed than I am.”164

IV. The metabolic rift and entropy

Engels’s critique of Podolinsky’s energy-reductionist framework is fully
consistent with Marx’s more complex metabolic-energetic approach to
wage-labor and industrial capital accumulation. For Marx, the capitalist economy is an open system reliant on environmental inputs of
labor power and non-human matter-energy. Marx emphasizes capitalism’s tendency to deplete and despoil the land, while exploiting the
worker. Stated differently, Marx argues that the metabolic systems that
reproduce the productive powers of labor and the land are susceptible
to adverse shocks from the system of industrial capital accumulation
to which they are conjoined.
It is thus no accident that Marx chooses the final section of his chapter
on machinery and large-scale industry as the place to develop an initial
synthesis of capitalism’s tendency to “simultaneously [undermine] the
original sources of all wealth – the soil and the worker.”165 This was
for Marx a major consequence of the industrialization of agriculture,
which led to the systematic and intensive robbing of the soil, as well
as exploitation of the worker. Here, Marx invokes Liebig’s theory of
biochemical reproductive cycles to argue that capitalism “disturbs the
metabolic interaction between man and the earth.”166 Specifically, capitalism concentrates population and manufacturing industry in urban
centers in a way that “prevents the return to the soil of its constituent
elements consumed by man in the form of food and clothing; hence
it hinders the operation of the eternal natural condition for the lasting fertility of the soil.”167 In short, the capitalist division of town and
country disrupts the soil’s reproductive cycle, and this disruption is
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accentuated by the tendency of industrial capitalist agriculture towards
“robbing the soil” and “ruining the more long-lasting sources of [its]
fertility.”168
Marx returns to his critique of the metabolic rift associated with capitalist industrialization when he analyzes the origins of agricultural land
rent in Volume III of Capital, arguing that:
Large landed property reduces the agricultural population to an ever decreasing minimum and confronts it with an ever growing industrial population
crammed together in large towns; in this way it produces conditions that provoke an irreparable rift in the interdependent process of social metabolism,
a metabolism prescribed by the natural laws of life itself. The result of this is
a squandering of the vitality of the soil, which is carried by trade far beyond
the bounds of a single country.169

The metabolic rift between town and country created by the industrial
capitalist system vitiates the reproduction both of labor power and the
land, two things that in reality constitute a unified metabolic system,
however much capitalism may treat them merely as separable external
conditions. To quote Marx once again,
Large landed property undermines labour-power in the final sphere to which
its indigenous energy flees, and where it is stored up as a reserve fund for
renewing the vital power of the nation, on the land itself. Large-scale industry
and industrially pursued large-scale agriculture have the same effect. If they
are originally distinguished by the fact that the former lays waste and ruins
labour-power and thus the natural power of man, whereas the latter does
the same to the natural power of the soil, they link up in the later course of
development, since the industrial system applied to agriculture also enervates
the workers there, while industry and trade for their part provide agriculture
with the means of exhausting the soil.170

Marx’s analysis is fully consistent with the central concept of Liebig’s
agricultural chemistry paradigm: “the cycle of processes constitutive
for the reproduction of organic structures.”171 This concept is not
energy-reductionist, but it does abide by the first and second laws of
thermodynamics. As Krohn and Schäfer describe it, “plant and animal
life, together with meteorological processes, jointly circulate certain
‘substances’; apart from the irreversible transformation of energy into
heat, living processes do not ‘use up’ nature, but reproduce the conditions for their continued existence.”172
Capitalism’s assault on the biochemical processes necessary to sustain
the human-land system does not create or destroy matter-energy, but it
does degrade its metabolic reproductive capabilities. This degradation
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can clearly be seen as a form of entropic matter-energy dissipation.
In Marx’s view, this phenomenon – to some extent inherent in production – is dramatically worsened by capitalism’s specific form of
industry, which is based on the social separation of the producers from
the land and other necessary conditions of production. Hence it is possible for society to achieve a “systematic restoration” of its reproductive
metabolism with the land “as a regulative law of social production,
and in a form adequate to the full development of the human race.”173
But this requires “co-operation and the possession in common of the
land and the means of production,” based on “the transformation of
capitalist private property. . . into social property.”174

V. Conclusion

“The idea of a history of nature as an integral part of materialism,”
writes Ilya Prigogine, winner of the 1977 Nobel Prize in chemistry,
was asserted by Marx and, in greater detail, by Engels. Contemporary developments in physics, the discovery of the constructive role played by irreversibility, have thus raised within the natural sciences a question that
has long been asked by materialists. For them, understanding nature meant
understanding it as being capable of producing man and his societies.
Moreover, at the time Engels wrote his Dialectics of Nature, the physical
sciences seemed to have rejected the mechanistic world view and drawn
closer to the idea of an historical development of nature. Engels mentions
three fundamental discoveries: energy and the laws governing its qualitative
transformations, the cell as the basic constituent of life, and Darwin’s discovery of the evolution of species. In view of these great discoveries, Engels
came to the conclusion that the mechanistic world view was dead.175

Unfortunately, many nineteenth-century materialists and socialists
were reluctant to let go of the mechanistic world view. They were not
aware, as Marx and Engels were, that the rigid, mechanistic approach
to nature had been displaced by a natural science that was increasingly historical in character (concerned with irreversible processes).
So-called “scientific materialism” (or mechanism) lacked a sufficiently
dialectical approach to materialism. Cartesian dualism had promoted
a rationalist/idealist conception of the mind on the one hand and a
mechanistic conception of animals and the body on the other. It should
come as no surprise then that among the first reactions to Carnot’s advances in thermodynamics, in which he presented an idealized model
of engine efficiency in a closed, reversible system, was to see the work
of animals and human beings in the terms of the steam engine. This
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first took the form in many cases of concrete comparisons of human
labor power, horsepower, and steampower – studies with which Marx
and Engels were familiar.176
Podolinsky made a bold departure in applying Carnot’s model directly,
claiming that human labor was the “perfect machine” – a kind of steam
engine able to restart its own firebox. But although drawing out some
important relationships, he fell prey to crude mechanism and energy
reductionism. The question of labor power was divorced from its historical and social context, from all qualitative transformations of nature,
as well as from humans’ relation to nature, and was viewed from a
purely mechanistic and quantitative perspective. Appearing to believe
that he had unlocked the physical basis of the labor theory of value,
Podolinsky in fact lost sight of the qualitative relations among nature,
labor, and society that underlie Marx’s value theory. Ironically, by applying Carnot’s closed, reversible model of the machine to the actual
world of human labor, Podolinsky essentially denied that such labor
was tied up with irreversible processes and hence, in effect, denied that
entropy was applicable to human labor. At the same time he left out of
his analysis the full complexity of human-nature transformations and
even many aspects of more quantitative/energetic relations, such as the
solar budget, the use of coal, fertilizers, etc.
For Podolinsky, the creation and accumulation of value was essentially
the same thing as the accumulation of terrestrial energy through the exercise of human labor – the prevention of the dispersion of heat/energy
back into space. Podolinsky did not (and obviously could not be expected to) understand what scientists know so well today: “Earth’s temperature is whatever is required to send back to space the same amount
of energy that the planet absorbs. If less energy is sent back than is
received, the planet warms, ‘glowing’ more brightly and sending more
back until a new balance is reached.”177 This is in fact what is happening today with global warming. Through the buildup of carbon dioxide
and other greenhouse gas emissions in the atmosphere, humans have
finally achieved the goal that Podolinsky sought, of increasing the energy stored on the earth. But the consequence endangers the conditions
required for perpetuity of all current forms of terrestrial life.
The fact that Marx and Engels did not embrace Podolinsky’s mechanistic and reductionist applications of quantitative energetics to human
labor (and by implication, value) does not indicate their rejection of
thermodynamics or their lack of sophistication where issues of energy
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were concerned. On the contrary, the founders of historical materialism followed the development of the physical sciences very closely
and made sure that their analyses were consistent with the latest developments in thermodynamics, evolutionary theory, etc. Yet, their dialectical instincts and emphasis on the qualitative rather than simply
the quantitative nature of energy transformations (together with their
wider metabolic approach) kept them from capitulating to crude energetics. Attentive to the irreversible processes related to production,
Engels complained of Podolinsky’s inability to comprehend the fact that
capitalist industrialism squandered limited supplies of coal and other
resources. As famed early Soviet physicist and sociologist of science
Boris Hessen observed, the “treatment of the law of the conservation
and conversion of energy given by Engels, raises to the forefront the
qualitative aspect of the law of conservation of energy, in contradistinction to the treatment which predominates in modern physics and
which reduces this law to a purely quantitative law – the quantity of
energy during its transformations.”178
What Marx and Engels generated in their historical-dialectical materialism was a theory of the capitalist labor, production, and accumulation process that was not only consistent with the main conclusions
of thermodynamics originating in their time, but also extraordinarily
amenable to ecological laws. Although attentive to the quantitative aspects of energy transfers, they nonetheless emphasized, dialectically,
the qualitative transformations such transfers involve. All tendencies
toward mechanism or reductionism were excluded from their analysis. At the same time Marx developed a sophisticated theory of the
metabolic character of the human labor process and of the metabolic
rift that appears within capitalism. This analysis not only recognized
that “matter matters” but was sensitive to the biochemical processes of
life itself and to emerging evolutionary theory. In other words, classical
Marxism, contrary to widespread myth, has an extraordinary affinity
for what has become known as “ecological economics,” while in many
ways prefiguring the leading tradition in environmental sociology in the
United States, the neo-Marxian “treadmill of production” perspective,
associated in particular with the work of Alan Schnaiberg.179 Indeed,
Marx’s metabolic-energetic analysis is a forerunner and in some ways a
deeper theoretical rendition (though obviously lacking much contemporary historical specificity associated with developments of the last
century and a half) of the treadmill of production model. Marx himself
had written about the “treadmill,” in reference to labor conventions of
his time, but also as a larger metaphor for modes of production that
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debase the human condition and thus negate sustainability in an ecological sense, disallowing for the propagation of the vital bases of life. It
was therefore associated in his mind with the “barbarism” that continued to exist within bourgeois society.180 While present-day ecological
economics together with environmental sociology, in its neo-Marxian
treadmill model, have emphasized that contemporary economic growth
violates the solar (and overall environmental) budget constraint on sustainable human production, this violation was already recognized in
many ways in Marx’s complex theory of metabolic rift. As British
environmental sociologist Peter Dickens has written,
Marx’s early background led him to undertake no less than an analysis of
what would now be called “environmental sustainability.” In particular he
developed the idea of a “rift” in the metabolic relation between humanity
and nature, one seen as an emergent feature of capitalist society. . . .The notion of an ecological rift, one separating humanity and nature, and violating
the principles of ecological sustainability, continues to be helpful for understanding today’s social and environmental risks. These risks are becoming
increasingly global in extent. This is partly because they directly impact on
environmental mechanisms operating at a global scale.181

The contrast with Podolinsky’s vision of energy accumulation as the
key to human productivity – an extreme version of productionism,
borne out of mechanism – could not be more stark. Marx, for all his
commitment to the expansion of human productive capabilities, recognized the rift between humanity and nature, as it is amplified by
capitalism, and both he and Engels were acutely aware of problems
of degradation, waste, and resource loss – the environmental arrow of
time. Even climate change due to human environmental depredations
was an issue they considered. For Marx, environmental problems were
not subject to mechanical solutions (as in the concept of a “perfect
machine”) but only to social ones – namely, the creation of a society of
associated producers capable of rationally regulating the metabolism of
society and nature. With its organic synthesis of open-system materialism and class analysis, Marx’s perspective can help us to broaden and
deepen the critique of the political-economic system provided by contemporary ecological economics and radical environmental sociology
(particularly the treadmill critique of the latter).
How should we account for the remarkable resonance of Marx’s environmental critique in this respect? In the end, this has only one possible
explanation: the fact that ecology is perhaps the most exemplary science where dialectics is concerned.182 It follows that an ecological
critique of the existing political economy built on Marxian materialist
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and dialectical foundations is likely to go further and faster – because
it goes to the root of the matter while rejecting all forms of mechanism
and reductionism, all rigid separations of nature and society. Many of
those problems that have most bedeviled ecological economists and
treadmill theorists within environmental sociology, such as the deeper
social dynamics underlying the environmental juggernaut of capitalist society, have their answers, we believe, in the classical Marxian
framework and its development.
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